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CreatIng new from the old:
COMpARISON BETwEEN MODERN AND 

OTTOMAN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS IN TURKISH 
MOSqUES AND DwELLINGS

İlkyaz Ariz Turan*

ıntroduction

expressions of architecture have changed with time, as architects tend to use 
architecture as an agent of civilization and a passion to delink Turkey from 
ıslamic past and Ottoman rule. Such passion by architects has brought about 

notable alterations in architectural styles and the approach taken since time immemorial 
(Minana, 2005). For instance, the declaration of a Turkish republic by Mustafa kemal 
ataturk in 1923 led to political and intellectual elites’ efforts to forge from Ottoman 
empire to modern secular european nation-state. additionally, architects’ changing pas-
sions and constantly created circumstances have seen architecture experience continuous 
evolution evident on its expression of culture and the use of space according to aesthetic 
cannons and european rationalist doctrines (Minana, 2005). Currently, the concept of 
architecture combines aesthetics, cultural meaning, symbolism, and socioeconomic fac-
tors from the perspective of modernism and secularism and away from ıslamism (urey, 
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2010: 15). Closer examination of  how modernism architecture has altered traditional 
ottoman architecture and the continually evolving influences creates a deeper under-
standing of what is required with the architecture in use. The ability to understand what 
tradition means, how this affects the contemporary period, and how this relates to a 
given culture, such as Turkey, then establishes a deeper meaning and understanding of 
the evolution of architecture.  

Traditional Styles and Architecture
Dwellings of Turkey
architecture in Turkey continually utilizes various symbols and meaning within its 

culture. This way, architecture plays an important role of Turkish lifestyle presentation, 
cultural affiliations, religions, and spirituality, and expressions of artistic work as present 
in the country. The attributes of dwelling areas, for instance, reflect communal dwelling 
established in the region and the link that this holds to the developments of culture. For 
instance, Turkish homes modern home like the traditional ones appear on square edges 
indicating strong respect for neighbours (all about Turkey, 2013). The dwellings also 
established specific forms and styles to make living comfortable and simplistic within 
the communal household like arranging rooms to meet the needs of the occupants. The 
ideologies which follow these are based on the institutions established in Turkey, spe-
cifically which were known to begin in the household and become revered throughout 
society. larger dwellings, connected buildings, and outlines of specific styles and rooms 
are some of the elements defining different traditional styles to represent the lifestyle of 
the region (nalbantoglu, 1993: 66).  

The mosque has also retained most of its aspects including the beautiful domes cas-
cading down from the central dome. ın both ancient and the contemporary Turkish ar-
chitecture, several domes on the exterior with the main dome extending several meters in 
height and diameter characterize mosques. additionally, mosques have minarets, mostly 
four in number. The blue mosque or the Sultan ahmed mosque in ıstanbul is unique in 
that it has a 43-meter high dome with a diameter of 23.5 meters. The mosque also has 
six minarets unlike the common four and floor covered with blue ceramic tiles hence the 
blue mosque. These elements remain unchanged to date, represent the religious believes, 
and norms within ıslamic religion which makes it impossible for modern architecture to 
have any influence on them. The interior of the most has also retained the Mihrab that 
is made of sculptured marble and that is closely located to the pulpit where the imam 
stands to deliver his sermon. The location of the pulpit is dependent on the mosque space 
since everyone in the mosque should see and hear the imam (Sozen, gedik, 2007: 1810).   
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Figure 1:  The plan of the Blue mosque in ıstanbul. Source: (Freely & Baker, 2010)

ın addition, mosques retain high level of natural lighting with light coming from 
numerous windows. Originally, the windows were made of Turkish stained glass dur-
ing the early century but recently, the windows are made of more softened material that 
is inferior imitations. ın the blue Mosque for instance, the decorations of the interior 
retains the use of tiles with magnificent floral designs that display ancient lily, carna-
tions, tulip and rose motifs, as well as trees like cypresses. The six minarets of the blue 
mosque make it unique and were originally made of gold. The minarets combined with 
the cascading domes remain a striking feature even in mosques today. domes are also 
common features of early churches like hagia Sophia that later converted into a mosque.

ın addition, dwellings in cities like diyarbakir and Mardin utilized suitability that 
reached height during the Ottoman empire, both in terms of climate and with the cultural 
lifestyle established in the region (karasozen, 2000: 145). For instance in diyarbakir, 
traditional houses followed bioclimatic architecture with general characteristics like uti-
lization of courtyards, subterranean rooms, and tremendously thick walls. The charac-
terizations of rooms include high ceilings and stone or tile paved interior surfaces from 
materials with low mean radiant temperatures. ın addition, special cool rooms with small 
pools have unique advantages of low temperatures and relatively high humidity (Tun-
cay, 2007). The construction of traditional diyarbakir houses was natural and intended 
to reduce climatic stress. The courtyard-type houses constructed in castles were inward 
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looking with notable differences depending on one’s social status, power, privacy, and 
building site. ın general, diyarbakir traditional and modern day houses comparison is 
founded on element as design features that make the house to be considered as eco-
logical, sustainable, and environmentally influential. ın search of comfort, traditional 
diyarbakir dwellers moved from one room to the other within a season and this contrasts 
modern house styles where one has to remain within a single house but extensively de-
pending on energy systems for additional comfort.

Figure 2: Five Different Plan Topology for Diyarbakir traditional houses. Source:  
(Tuncay, 2007)

Political History and Architecture
The dwellings of Turkey follow different elements of the history of Turkey that have 

continually influenced the dwellings throughout time. The association with traditional 
styles is one, based on the religious orientation and with Turkish politics. The politics of 
the Ottoman era were known to shape most of the traditional aspects of Turkey, specifi-
cally with the relationship to religious beliefs. The cityscape, for instance, was in close 
proximity to different mosques and religious landscapes. The political buildings were 
known to hold an area in the cityscape to show wealth and power, combined with the 
religious buildings that were represented next to the main political areas.  This created a 
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different approach to the communal living of different dwellings that held a structure of 
politics that were over the cities (Schechter, yacobi, 2005: 183).  

The concept of political power with the various buildings was known specifically 
to create a sense of symbolism to the religious and economic power that was held over 
different locations and settlements.  The symbolism was one which was developed with 
the idea of wealth and power first.  This was combined with the ideas of patronage that 
were established, specifically with the powers of the Ottoman empire.  The symbols 
which were recognized were based on urban transformation and investment from the 
dynasties and into a modern Turkey.  This was furthered with buildings such as dervish 
lodges.  These were used exclusively for political leaders to show their wealth and power 
over the country and to create a statement that the lodges were to be used for political 
affiliations that were based on expanding influences to transform the country.  The main 
ideology was to expand the financial and social control over a given area by having more 
subtle locations whose use was exclusively for the political leaders (Wolper, 1995: 39).  

Religious Associations with Buildings
The concept of architecture is furthered with the religious viewpoints that are a part 

of the Turkish culture.  This provides a different attribute that continues to be reflected 
within the works of buildings.  Mosques to dervish lodges are the main associations with 
the architecture which was created, specifically which becomes a symbolic representa-
tion of worship with the internal and exterior looks of the building.  The importance 
of the mosques is reliant not only on the symbolic viewpoints but also the ıslamic as-
sociations with the buildings.  Most of the structures are designed to combine art as an 
expression of worship by different architects.  This has created standards for the worship 
to be placed within society, all which assist in the devotional values that are traditionally 
accepted within Turkey.  ıt is believed that the religious buildings are the main staple 
of the heritage of both ıslam and Turkey and are held in reverence with the devotees of 
the religion, specifically because of the methods which are continuously used with the 
mosques and other religious centers that are within Turkey (hillenbrand, 1989: 186).  

The mosques and religious centers of Turkey are noted for the symbolism that is as-
sociated with the buildings.  These are often defined as opportunity spaces, specifically 
because of the functions and symbolism behind the religious centers.  The spaces within 
the community were known to be placed in central areas or in higher areas of Turkey 
to show the power and dominance over the religious thoughts that were a part of the 
time frame.  This was combined with ways in which the religious centers could be used 
to monitor different communities while using the spaces for both political and social 
change.  The public appeal continued with the outer look of the mosque, which includes 
a main dome and two to three towers surrounding the main dome.  This structure was 
able to have a higher structure than other buildings to create a sense of dominance in 
each region.  This continued with the archways and high ceilings within the mosques and 
religious centers.  This was used to show the dominance of the religious beliefs while 
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creating a sense of symbolism with the structure.  This showed the same dominance over 
a given area and caused community members to carry the religious symbolic belief of 
humility when using the mosques or religious centers (yavuz, 2003: 270).

The symbolic structure that was associated with the main construction of the reli-
gious centers continued with the artistic expressions which combined with the religious 
centers.  The use of mosaics, tiles and other ornamentation was a part of many of the 
mosques and dervish centers that were built from the Ottoman empire and were known 
to begin in the early Safavid period.  The main concept was based first on purely deco-
rative expressions which were a part of the natural elements of the religion and artistic 
expressions which were associated with religious beliefs.  birds, nature, animals, plants 
and human beings were some of the concepts which were used.  These combined the ide-
ologies of luxury with the political powers, as well as artistic expressions which linked 
to the religious centers.  The buildings then began to evolve with the Sufi mystics and 
others which began to practice devote religious beliefs.  The ideologies transformed into 
mythologies and representations of religion through the symbolism of the area.  These 
symbolic interpretations separated the traditional components of the Turkish buildings 
while creating a different understanding of the mosques, dervish centers and other areas 
of religious power that were renowned during each time frame (Cammann, 1976: 193).  

Examples of Traditional Buildings
numerous styles and formats exemplify the traditional buildings for Turkish tradi-

tional architectural period. each shows the cityscape and structure that was associated 
with Turkey and how this was associated with the different concepts of symbolism and 
power during each Turkish era like the Ottoman period  (1299-1922) and Turkish repub-
lic architecture (1923- date). The traditional buildings are able to, provide an examina-
tion of architectural elements and not only  the basics of the architectural structure; this 
approach also becomes a representation of the overall understanding of the culture and 
the symbolic expressions which established the nation.  The specific examples of Turk-
ish traditional buildings then become essential in identifying the basis of the culture and 
the establishment of this through the political, cultural, and religious affiliations (urey, 
2010).  

Sinan Selimiye Mosque
The Selimye Mosque (see appendix a) created by Mimar Sinan, the chief architect 

of the Sultans at the end of the Ottoman architecture era. The creation of the mosque was 
between the years of 1569 - 1575 and recognized as a powerful religious centre to ex-
press both the political and religious affiliations that continued to reign during this time. 
The mosque noted not only as a basic religious structure to show the powers of the time, 
but also representative of expressions of art that were a part of the period. The aesthet-
ics, which presented throughout the mosque, highlight the combination of political and 
religious affiliations and the belief that power reigns between both in unison. Further 
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examination of symbolism i through the change in powers that was occurring, specifi-
cally by creating a traditional mosque that made a statement that the ideas of tradition 
would continue to reign in Turkey, allowing the transition to lead to both height in power 
and wealth within the region. The aesthetics furthered this by keeping with the ornamen-
tation that was oriental in form and which represented the traditional aspects from the 
earlier Ottoman empire and the past culture that as embraced in Turkey (erzen, 1991: 1).  

The concepts which are associated with the mosque are inclusive of four minarets 
that are spaced equally on each side of the mosque.  each stands over 70 meters tall and 
has three balconies that are spaced around the minarets.  These are available through 
three nested helical staircases that surround the mosque.  The central area is combined 
with 4 smaller minarets that help to geometrically space the mosque and to show the 
cultural aspects that relate to the architecture.  This is followed by the system which was 
known as the “has” or “hassa”, or the sultan’s property, and which signified the power 
used with an imperial viewpoint that was created. The dominance of the building contin-
ues with the imperial style on the interior, which includes the higher arch in the middle of 
the mosque among other elements. The mosques’ higher arches are significant especially 
in their representation of the transition to heaven that the ıslamic viewpoint always tried 
to obtain (Cerasi, 1988: 87)  The high amount of ornamentation and structure with gold 
figures becomes the dominant component of the interior area, followed by natural and 
candle light that creates a pathway through the interior of the building. The design is then 
able to represent the movement to the power of religious beliefs and the movement up 
toward a higher sense of enlightenment (Cerasi, 1988: 87).  

Suleymaniye Mosque
a second representation during this time frame is the Suleymaniye Mosque (see 

appendix b).  This mosque was built on the order of Sultan Suleiman by the architect 
Sinan.  ıt began in 1550 and was completed in 1557.  The approach includes the architec-
ture of the byzantine basilica to create a connection to the past of Turkey.  The mosque 
is 59 meters in width by 58 meters in length.  The main dome is 53 meters high and 
has a diameter of 27.25 meters, making it one of the larger mosques in Turkey (Sacred 
destinations, 2011).  There is a separate prayer hall, courtyard and separate living areas, 
including a kitchen, bathing quarters and a hospital which was used to help the poor dur-
ing the time frame.  There are two mausoleums behind the main mosque that were used 
by the sultan and which now contains the tomb of sultan Suleyman. The interior area is 
known for the natural light that surrounds the main centre, specifically which combines 
with the external features of the garden to establish the ideology of the natural combin-
ing with the religious building, both which compliment the main structure of the mosque 
(Sacred destinations, 2011).

The building of the Suleymaniye Mosque is one which shows a representation of the 
combined political, cultural and religious powers that dominated over Turkey during the 
reign of the Ottoman empire.  The concept is one which shows reversals from one to the 
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other, specifically with the interior and exterior of the area.  The ideology was to create 
an intricate religious center with the dome.  This is noted with the light, ornamentation 
and the mystical appearances that are within the mosque.  The exterior reverses this with 
the greenery and the natural substances that are highlighted in the courtyards and other 
areas.  The reversal becomes significant because of the smaller areas used for the sultan 
and the connection to the community through a hospital and area for feeding those in 
need.  This adds into the reversal by showing how the religious center is able to symboli-
cally move into the community and into the power of the political leaders.  This associa-
tion then creates a specific interpretation that is practical, functional, and symbolic while 
showing intentions both politically and artistically (kafadar, 1985: 92).  

Cityscapes and Political Centers (Ottoman era)
The concepts associated with the mosques were known to compliment the main city-

scape, dwellings and political centers of Turkey.  districts and areas of each city were 
known to carry specific symbols and associations with building which reflected a specific 
level of practicality for the area (see appendix C). When looking at the cityscapes, the 
practical aspects of materials were the most important elements. The dwellings all have 
the same construction to keep a uniform approach to the dwellings, which were available 
and the zone or region where these dwellings existed. For instance, most zones had heights 
that could support the growth of families and communal living.  The cityscape is further 
identified with the mosques that dominate over each area, specifically by the minarets and 
dome that is seen through the cityscape and which remains in the centre of each area.  This 
is followed by different materials, colors and structures to help the religious affiliations 
stand out from others.  ın some cityscapes, this continues with an administrative centre 
which remains by the mosques and in the center of the area.  The main ideology is to show 
the central area being based on religious beliefs and political powers while the communal 
living centers around this main cityscape to create a system of organization that was based 
on the political and religious powers (goodwin, 1971: 19).  

Modern Architecture
The developments established in the traditional arenas of Turkey have altered and 

transformed through time. The contemporary and modern approaches to architecture be-
gan in the 1950s, after the collapse of the Ottoman empire and the rise into secularism of 
the country.  The modern history of Turkey is one which is based on embracing the arts, 
literature and the ideas of expressing independent thought.  This particular structure oc-
curred specifically because of the fall of the Ottoman empire and the political alterations 
that occurred during this period and the split in thought toward how the country should 
work and what the time frame should be.  The opposition which occurred within  from the 
Turkish culture was based on constraints that were a part of the past political affiliations, 
specifically which led to a secular society based on expression and freedom.  The concepts 
that were associated with the new Turkey included a movement into architecture based 
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on artistic expressions, ideologies of freedom and the movement away from the religious 
centers that had before dominated over the cityscapes of the area (Zurcher, 2000, 135).  

Sakirin, Mosque ıstanbul-Turkey (2009)
an example of the revolution into modern architecture is evident through actual 

buildings such as the Sakirin Mosque ıstanbul. The main architect was husrev Tayla 
with a proven record of works in mosques including kocatepe Mosque in ankara. apart 
from being one of the most modern mosques in Turkey, the Sakirin Mosque is the first 
with a feminine touch with interior design work belonging to Zeynep Fadıllıoğlu. With 
four years of construction, the Sakirin mosque covers 10000 square metres area with 
two minarets as high as 35 meters and an aluminium composite dome. The mosque’s 
interior is also decorated with calligraphy by Semih irtes. The prayer hall design is by 
Orhan kocan, the minbar designed by tayfun erdogmus is acrylic, while nahide buyuk-
kaymakci modelled the assymetrical chandelier with waterdrop-fashioned glass globes. 
These globes are a reflection that like rain, the light of allah should fall on his people. 
another modern element in the mosque is the women section designed to ensure that 
female worshipers can view the chandelier while William pye was the designer respon-
sible for the fountain in the courtyard (beautiful Mosque, 2013, p. n.p). as a modern 
mosque, the Sakirin Mosque combines numerous ottoman design elements examined 
later in this paper.

Picture of Sakirin Mosque’s modern design (2009)

Figure 3: Sakirin Mosque ıstanbul. Source: (Beautiful Mosque, 2013)
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Today, Turkey is continuing with the idea of the contemporary and new that is con-
tinuing to change the landscape of each region. The approach now uses trends within 
the culture met by political affiliations of the region. The influences are continuing to 
alter according to political agendas, cultural affiliations and the meaning of freedom of 
expression within the contemporary lifestyle.  The approach has become one of creating 
icons of cultural expression and freedom.  The concept of personal lives is beginning 
this, specifically with demands for creative and free expressions within society. This has 
combined with the popular culture that is creating new demands and trends within soci-
ety, many which are influenced by the Western concepts and the portrayal of the modern 
which comes from entertainment, politics and other secular areas.  rather than a focus on 
the art and expressions which relate to religious and political power, there is an affinity 
toward symbolism which is based on individual expression and independence that is a 
part of society.  businesses, homes, cultural centers and public areas are all reflecting the 
authority and metaphor of freedom, expression and remaining connected to the nostalgia 
of the new and modern within society (Ozyurek, 2007: 95).  

Combining the Old and the New
The concepts which have been based on the freedom and expression of the new as 

well as the secular ideologies which have transformed Turkey create new ideologies of 
the architecture which should be used.  The controversy which has been created is one 
which poses the secular and modern ideologies which move against the traditional ide-
ologies of architecture within the traditional components of Turkey.  The postmodernism 
that is continuing to dominate Turkey is leading to image production of different ideolo-
gies and the idea of keeping with the themes and trends of popular culture.  To move in 
with these themes from the traditions of the past is the need to create the ideologies of 
ıslamic themes from the past while moving these into more contemporary ideologies 
within society.  This challenge is one which is leading to creating an eclectic viewpoint 
of Turkish history or which combines the aesthetics of the past traditions of Turkish his-
tory.  Without combining these aspects, there is the inability to hold onto the architecture 
and style that is a part of the culture and traditions of Turkey’s past while moving into 
trendy and secular concepts that are now dominating the different areas of Turkey (Oza-
slan, akalin, 2011: 14).  

an example of combining the contemporary with the past is seen through architects 
such as husrevTayla and the mosque which was currently created to combine both the 
modern and traditional concepts of Turkey (see appendix d).  The mosque was build in 
memory of ıbrahim Sakir and Semiha Sakir and launched on 7 May 2009. The mosque 
is one which represents the new and contemporary with the materials that are used, spe-
cifically which stands out from the contemporary landscape.  The architecture combines 
with this, specifically by keeping the traditional dome and minarets that are surrounding 
the mosque.  however, instead of an upper court yard, there is a building with rounded 
and specialized arches as well as a front building.  These are used as a combination 
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of prayer rooms and alternative options that are provided for contemporary trends and 
needs, as opposed to the traditional courtyards which are a part of mosques.  keeping the 
main structure of the dome and combining this with the contemporary needs and trends 
offers a different form of practicality to the mosque while creating a different under-
standing of how to use the architecture for the modern needs in Turkey (urey, 2010: 15).

The approach which is being used in Turkey is developing into the ideology of the 
open building structure, both with the family homes and with the industrial and religious 
development which has occurred.  The open building structure is the philosophy which 
is able to create a direct link to the traditional cultures that held centers with the political 
and religious powers, while combining these with the developments of each region.  by 
creating the newer expressions and more practical applications to the trends of Turkey 
in 21st century, there is the ability to build a traditional foundation that preserves the past 
while creating trends for future capacities.  This is developing into a hybrid approach to 
the development of new architecture while preserving the ottoman era structures which 
held the expressions of Turkish culture, politics and religion.  The result is integration 
into the older styles which continue to be preserved in Turkey while creating expressions 
of the new that hold to the traditions and styles that were a part of the architectural land-
scape of the past (pecar, 2005: 3).  

Conclusion and Recommendations
The concepts of architecture in Turkey were based on the political and religious af-

filiations as well as cultural associations of the past.  The architectural designs, cityscape 
and the approach to the buildings were based on creating a symbolic meaning to the daily 
life and activities of those within the region.  Traditional architecture combined the sym-
bolism of power, religious reverence, artistic expression and affiliations to the beliefs of 
the community.  This was combined with the wealth and prestige, specifically from the 
Ottoman empire that was a part of the region.  The architecture continued to develop 
and be built based on the expectations with tradition for neighbourhoods and communal 
living that centred on the traditional beliefs and religions.  The centres and the affiliations 
with the community then created a sense of symbolism with the past architecture and the 
association made with power and reverence during this time.  

The past ottoman or ıslamic traditions of Turkey and the resulting Ottoman archi-
tecture then has been altered by current trends and changes within the community.  This 
began with the understanding of freedom from the past religious beliefs and the move-
ment into the secular ideologies from the political viewpoints.  This led to the ideas of 
expression that became a part of Turkey, specifically which is led by reverence for the 
arts and different forms of entertainment in the community. The architecture, which built 
in the present years, affiliates with the new, luxurious and the expressions of a culture 
based on the arts and somewhat freedom of expression. newer interpretations of the cul-
tural expressions have moved outside of the Turkish beliefs of the past and the reverence 
for religion as well as the power of politics. ınstead, the landscape mixes with a variety 
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of diverse expressions and architecture noted for artwork as opposed to the traditions of 
Turkey.  

While there are changes in the contemporary trends and architectural expressions, 
some of the architects continue to combine the past with the contemporary ideologies.  
Changing the practical functions of mosques, altering the materials used and combining 
the contemporary trends with the artistic structures of the past continue to remain present 
in the community.  This is combined with the landscape that is associated with the ex-
pressions and artistic works that are a part of the present associations with Turkey.  This 
combination is one, which shows a specific set of expressions that continue to expand 
with what types of artwork, and architecture is present for the trends and modern images 
that are prevalent in Turkey. The demands that remain in the culture continue to remain a 
part of the main aspects of the building of architecture while the past associations remain 
historical areas or revered through newer approaches to the creation of mosques or other 
areas.  

When investigating the architectural structures, it was noted that the vast change in 
the landscape of architecture for Turkey also demands an examination of restoring and 
keeping the culture of Turkey alive.  Most of the structures which are a part of contem-
porary society are based on the new and changing trends while creating the idea of build-
ing culture that is created from newer expressions.  Without the continuous approach 
to keeping the traditions of Turkey combined with the modern approaches is also the 
inability to create a reverence for the culture and power which is affiliated with Turkey.  
Changing this with concepts that are a part of architectural structures can be used to fur-
ther develop and remember the past culture of Turkey.  The examples of hybridization 
of mosques and other areas is an approach which can be considered with the develop-
ment of Turkey.  Further examining the ways in which contemporary styles can be used 
with the traditional expressions of Turkey can then create more hybrid approaches to the 
expressions, artistic works and alternatives that are associated with the architecture of 
Turkey.  by examining this, there is the ability to create and develop new approaches to 
the architecture of Turkey while restoring and remembering the past history of expres-
sion from this cultural affiliation.  
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Appendix A: Selimiye Mosque

(bhramachari, 2011:1).  
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Appendix B: Suleymaniye Mosque

(Sacred destinations, 2011).
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Appendix C: Turkey Cityscape

(asya, 2011).
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Appendix D: Mosque of Husrev Tayla

(Taylor, 2011
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Abstract

CREATıNG NEW FROM THE OLD: COMPARıSON BETWEEN MODERN 
AND OTTOMAN ARCHıTECTURAL DESıGNS ıN TURKıSH MOSqUES AND 

DWELLıNGS

The developments in architecture make a statement not only in practicality but also in 
lifestyles needs for a particular period. There is also a direct association with the architec-
ture with a link to lifestyle, culture, social order, and specific needs within the various areas. 
The current architecture in Turkey, like most parts of the world including rome and greece 
indicates the development of the landscape as well as the historical, religious, cultural, and 
home areas reflects understanding of architecture, evident in ottoman rule. Modern develop-
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ment is often one based on urban spaces while the traditional means created with religious 
formations that were a part of Turkey. The research will examine the different pieces of archi-
tecture associated with Turkey’s Ottoman era and contemporary classic-style influenced by 
european cubism and modernism and introducing westernization and secularization. Conse-
quently, this paper intercepts the ottoman rule with contemporary architecture using literature 
on architecture from the perspective of historical affiliations and contemporary changes as a 
part of culture. The concept of architecture in contemporary times in Turkey then will look 
examine the contemporary artefacts. The paper also examines Ottoman architecture design 
elements present in modern day mosques. One such element is the dome that has continually 
characterized the structure of mosques and without which this ıslamic symbol loses contact 
with the audience.

Keywords:  Ottoman architecture, Contemporary or Turkey republic architecture, 
dwellings and Mosques in Turkey,  

Özet

ESKİDEN YENİYİ YARATMAK: TÜRK CAMİİ VE KONUTLARıNDAKİ 
GELENEKSEL/OSMANLı VE MODERN MİMARİ TASARıMLARıN 

KARŞıLAŞTıRıLMASı
 

 Mimarideki gelişmeler, sadece pratikte var olan değişimlere değil ayrıca belirli bir za-
manda değişen hayat tarzı ihtiyaçlarına da açıklık getirmektedir. dolayısıyla mimarideki 
gelişme, eğilim ve yönelimler de bu değişim ve ihtiyaçlara paralel olarak ilerleme göster-
mektedir. Mimarinin hayat tarzı, kültür, sosyal düzen ve çeşitli alanlardaki özel ihtiyaçlarla 
doğrudan ilişkisi vardır. Türkiye’nin mevcut mimari anlayışı, roma ve yunanistan da dahil 
dünyanın birçok yerinde olduğu gibi , peyzaj gelişimin yanı sıra, tarihi, dini, kültürel ve 
konut ile ilgili alanlarda Osmanlı mimari anlayışının belirgin kurallarını yansıtır. Modern mi-
mari oluşumlar genellikle şehir bölgelerinde konumlaşmışken,  geleneksel mimari oluşumlar 
,Türkiye mimarisinin ayrılmaz bir parçası olan dini yapılarda sıklıkla karşımıza çıkar. bu 
araştırmada batılılaşma ve laikleşmeyi ortaya koyan avrupa kübizmi ve modernizminden 
etkilenmiş Türkiye’nin Osmanlı dönemi ve çağdaş klasik stilinin çeşitli mimari parçaları 
ele alınıp, değerlendirilecektir. dolayısıyla, bu makalede,  tarihi yakınlık ve mimari kaynağı 
kültürün parçası olan günümüz değişimlerinin perspektifinden, Osmanlı zamanı ve günümüz 
mimarisinin sınırlarının kesişimi  gösterilmeye çalışılacaktır. bu yapılırken, günümüz Tür-
kiyesinde mimarlık kavramının ne anlama geldiği örnekleri üzerinde durularak bazı  çağdaş  
sanat eserleri incelenecektir. Çalışmamızda, aynı zamanda günümüzün modern olarak nite-
lendirilen bazı camilerinde mevcut olan Osmanlı tasarım unsurlarına da işaret etmektedir. bu 
unsurlar, bunlar olmaksızın camiye gelenlerin islamik sembollerle olan bağlantısını kaybet-
mesine yol açacak olan süregelen cami yapısı karakteristiklerini belirlemektedir.

 
Anahtar sözcükler:  geleneksel mimarlık, Osmanlı Mimarisi, Çağdaş Mimari , Türkiye 

dönemi Mimarisi, Türkiye’deki konutlar ve Camiler.


